
Science gifts & toys for children & adults

SCIENCE FACTORY



BRAND 
INTRODUCTION

Mr Sci Science Factory was founded by a group of people who think Science is Fun. We provide 

wide varieties of amazing products combining science, function, and pleasure. Interesting things 

arouse your curiosity and desire to explore. We want to make your life full of joy and good taste.

We have our own design team, bricks and mortar, and online shops. Our designers devote their 

talents to making science more fascinating by combining science principles and stylish design. They 

consistently creating new products and packages to widen our collection. Mr Sci Science Factory is 

always searching for the design which can bring happiness and science into life.

Mr Sci Science Factory achieved an outstanding result in 2014. Our self-designed product- Folding 

Book won the globally renowned iF Design Award, Discipline Communication, and Good Design 

Award (G-Mark). The recognition demonstrates that we are delivering on design quality. We hope our 

design will intrigue more people's interest in science.



MAGIC CHERRY BLOSSOM TREE
The magic sakura tree will grow like it is alive, It is a beautiful 
desktop ornament which can spread floral fragrance.

paper, plastic

Product spec

L

S

ø11cm X 16.5cm

ø7.5cm X 12cm

TWY120626TWY120627

flower fragrance

CIVILIZED GLASS
The red wine glass makes people
comply with manners when they 
pour wine, and it is a punishment 
to those who drink too much!

handcrafted in glass

Product spec

ø9.8cm X 20.9cm

CNY120721

EINSTEIN HOLLOW 
FACE ILLUSION PAPERWEIGHT
Einstein hollow face illusion paperweight is created by 
using the optical illusion. Whether you see it by left or 
right, Einstein will turn in the same direction.

optical glass

Product spec

CNY160059

5cm x 5cm x 8 cm

RUBIN VASE

The marble pattern shows the elegant taste of the 
writing paper. Both sides have magnet covers which you 
can decorate your room or workspace.

paper, magnet

Product spec

TWY170001 

6.5cm X 5cm

3D STICKY NOTES

It is fascinating that the sauce shows different color 
saturation of different levels by depth from bottom to top.

Porcelain

Product spec

CNY170002

TASTE LAB
SAUCE DISHES

20cm X 9cm X 1.4cm

soon
Coming

RUBIN VASE
3D STICKY NOTES
See half face of 3 Homo species through standing vases along 
with human evolution history on back cover. Both sides have 
magnet covers which you can decorate your room or workspace.

CAT BARREL
Inspired by Pop-up pirate, a brand 
new cat toy 100% made of 
corrugated paper allows masters 
to directly play with cats.

corrugated paper

Product spec

ø20.5cm X 33cm

TWY120284

CNY160053 - 57

RHEOSCOPIC FLUID PLANET
Rheoscopic fluid literally means 
"currently showing" fluid. Whether 
you are rotating or bouncing the 
ball, you can create a different kind 
of dazzling scenery!

TPU, TPR, water, powder

Product spec
ø9.5cm

color : 

Cat playhouse



SPECIMEN TOTE BAG

SPECIMEN TOTE BAGSPECIMEN TOTE BAG

Forever series tote bag is simply 
cut and designed with vital human 
organs prints. Tote bags also come 
with glass specimen jars. 

Forever series tote bag is simply 
cut and designed with vital human 
organs prints. Tote bags also come 
with glass specimen jars. 

Forever series tote bag is simply 
cut and designed with vital human 
organs prints. Tote bags also come 
with glass specimen jars. 

canvas

canvascanvas

Product spec

Product specProduct spec

33cm X 38cm

33cm X 38cm33cm X 38cm

CNY150003

CNY150006CNY150005

(Think Forever)

(Beating Forever)

SPECIMEN TOTE BAG
Forever series tote bag is simply 
cut and designed with vital human 
organs prints. Tote bags also come 
with glass specimen jars. 

canvas

Product spec

33cm X 38cm

CNY150004

(Together Forever)

(Smile Forever)

KALA SUNDIAL

solid brass and steel

Product spec

ø6cm X 0.3cm

ATY100001

Built in Austrian, Kala sundial display hand
crafted beauty. The three dimensions
work together like clock-work,
bringing ancient calculations into a
modern function.

TRICHROIC PRISM
X-Cube is a " Trichroic Prism" 
paperweight. When you flash 
the light at it, you will see the 
beautiful refraction of light like 
a rainbow!

optical prism

Product spec
2.5cm X 2.5cm

CNY150009

TIME CAPSULE
A time capsule is a historic cache of 
goods or information, usually intended 
as a method of communication with 
future people.

stainless steel

Product spec
ø13cm X 26.5cm

CNY170005

EYEBALL SOAP
It is a great party favor soap 
for Halloween. Washing hands 
is more appealing to kids than 
ever!

soap

Product spec

TWY120560

ø3.3cm

color : 

INKLESS METAL PEN

INKLESS METAL PEN METALLIC GYRO

The Beta Inkless Pen is the most eco-green 
writing instrument. Use it and stop contributing 
to cutting down trees for wood pencils. There 
is no ink, so it will never dry up or leak.

The Beta Inkless Pen is the most eco-green 
writing instrument. Use it and stop contributing 
to cutting down trees for wood pencils. There is 
no ink, so it will never dry up or leak.

Simply spin the Metal Flip Over Top 
as normal and watch it suddenly 
flip over and then continue to spin 
upside-down.

walnut wood

zebrano wood brass / aluminum

Product spec

Product spec Product spec

ø0.8cm X 16.5cm

ø0.8cm X 16.5cm
ø3cm X 3.5cm

DEY170001

DEY170002 CNY150009

(WALNUT WOOD)

(ZEBRANO WOOD)

CNY120724-7

FERROFLUID MAGICIAN
Mr. Sci makes the Ferrofluid 
enliven in the white sand, 
which adds a variety of fun and 
changes, so that we can feel 
the magic of Ferrofluid!

glass ,plastic

Product spec
2.4cm X 11.7cm

color : 

ANTIQUE STORM GLASS
Storm glass is an antique 
baromenter which uses feathery 
crystals to predict the weater.

glass, distilled water, 
ethanol, potassium nitrate, 
ammonium chloride

Product spec
ø10cm X 30cm

CNY120713

GLASS CLOCHE 
WITH CEMENT BASE
Cover your items with this glass 
dome elegantly. It is perfect to 
display your favorite collection 
and keep it away from dust.

glass, cement

Product spec
ø15cm X 20cm

CNY150008

3D POKER
Only by practicing the way to control 
the position of the focal, you will read 
the exact pattern, and you might read 
the exact pattern and number from 
the back.

paper

Product spec
9.5cm X 7.2cm X 1.7cm

TWY120561

SAKE MAIFAN STONE

Maifan stone

Product spec

2cm X 2cm X 2cm

CNY170015

Chill your sake without diluting. 
It's also called "stone of health" 
that contains many beneficial 
elements for human body.



ALPHABET FOLDING BOOK ALPHABET FOLDING BOOK

Origami notebooks can be 
folded into any of 26 letters of 
the English alphabet, as long as 
folding along the instruction on 
the back pages.

Origami notebooks can be 
folded into any of 26 letters of 
the English alphabet, as long as 
folding along the instruction on 
the back pages.

104 blank pages 104 blank pages

Product spec Product spec

13cm X 16cm X 0.8cm 13cm X 16cm X 0.8cm

TWY120809 TWY120810

A-Z Letters in one A-Z Letters in one

ALPHABET FOLDING BOOK ALPHABET FOLDING BOOK

Origami notebooks can be 
folded into any of 26 letters of 
the English alphabet, as long as 
folding along the instruction on 
the back pages.

Origami notebooks can be 
folded into any of 26 letters of 
the English alphabet, as long as 
folding along the instruction on 
the back pages.

104 blank pages 104 blank pages

Product spec Product spec

13cm X 16cm X 0.8cm 13cm X 16cm X 0.8cm

TWY120811 TWY120808

A-Z Letters in one A-Z Letters in one

ALPHABET FOLDING BOOK NUMBER FOLDING BOOK

Origami notebooks can be 
folded into any of 26 letters of 
the English alphabet, as long as 
folding along the instruction on 
the back pages.

Origami notebooks can be 
folded into any of the 0-9 
numbers, as long as folding 
along the instruction on the 
back pages.

104 blank pages 104 blank pages

Product spec Product spec

13cm X 16cm X 0.8cm 13cm X 16cm X 0.8cm

TWY120809 TWY120809

A-Z Letters in one 0-9 numbers in one

soon
Coming

3D FOLDING BOOK
A notebook can be folded into 7 
different patterns, as long as folding 
along the instruction on the back 
pages. Customized product provided.

316 blank pages

Product spec

TWY120671

17cm X 39cm

7 Patterns in one

Customized
Patterns

ALPHABET
FOLDING BOOK
origami notebooks can be folded into any 
of 26 letters of the English alphabet.



A device that demonstrates 
conservation of momentum 
and energy via a series of 
swinging spheres.

wood, iron frame, 
iron balls

TWY110228

NEWTON'S CRADLE

Product spec

18cm X 12cm X 17.5cm
ROTATING GLOBE
A ball simulates the rotation of the 
globe makes a great ornament.

plastic

Product spec

CNY170010

ø14cm

When you touch the ball, the 
lightning bolts will combine into 
a strong beam and follow the 
movement of your finger.

glass, plastic

Product spec

CNY110229

ø9.6cm X 14cm

PORTHOLE MAGNIFIER

It is combined with the traditional aquarium magnetic brush 
tool and Fresnel lens. When you use Porthole Magnifier to 
observe organisms in the water, the double-sided glass is 
rubbed clean unconsciously.

Product spec
ø10cm X 2.7cm

USB PLASMA BALL
(with 4-Port hub)

AQUARIUM MAGNET CLEANER

soon
Coming

CNY120520

INDOOR BOOMERANG
Designed as an indoor Boomerang, it is soft and 
safe. With the lightweight, it won't hurt children and 
damage furniture.

EVA foam

Product spec
26cm width

color : 

CNY120632

SPARKLING SPINDLE
Reflects sunlight and creates fancy colors. 
Looks like a beautiful bubble which won't disappear.

plastic

Product spec
3cm X 25cm

NEWTON'S CRADLE
A device that demonstrates conservation of momentum 
and energy via a series of swinging spheres.

Once it starts, it keeps swinging 
and "drinking" forever. The Second 
Law of thermodynamics embodied 
in a cute bird.

glass, plastic

TWY110212

MINI DRINKING BIRD (with cup)

TWY110246

Tip his beak into a glass of 
water, and he goes back on his 
own again and again. Perpetual 
motion for perpetual fun.

glass, plastic

Product spec
height 16cm (bird 9cm)

DRINKING BIRD

Product spec

18cm X 5cm X 5cm



MAGNETIC PUTTY
Put it near the magnet, and the putty will stretch itself out to 
reach the magnet almost as if it were alive. Press the magnet 
into it and the whole piece of putty becomes magnetic.

silicone, oil

Product spec

ø8.2cm

CNY120630

LIQUID GLASS PUTTY

SCARAB PUTTY

LUMINOUS PUTTY

IFORM CLAY

LIGHT-SENSITIVE PUTTY

Liquid Glass Putty is transparent and with bouncing and 
stretchy. Crystal clear and you can barely see it in the tin. It's 
quite flexible and you can bend and make any shape you like.

This Scarab Putty with an amazing shiny and mystifying color 
that you have ever seen! It's quite flexible and you can bend 
and make any shape you like. Stretch it and it is capable of 
returning to original shape and size.

This is nocturnal putty. In the light, this putty has the usual 
mind blowing properties, but it is glow in the dark. It truly 
shines!

Intelligent Polymer clay is easy to operate non-toxic materials. 
The clay is intelligent use of hot water for softening. Cool it off 
after for shaping.

The Light-sensitive Putty reveals its true colors with the UV 
light. Using the blacklight keychain, you can actually draw on 
and decorate the putty!

silicone, oil

silicone, oil

silicone, oil

silicone, oil

silicone, oil

Product spec

Product spec

Product spec

Product spec

Product spec

ø8.2cm

ø8.2cm

ø8.2cm

ø8.2cm

ø8.2cm

CNY170016

CNY170018

CNY170017

TWY150064

CNY170019

soon
Coming

THUNDER TUBE SEA DRUM
Shake it, wiggle it, and use your palm 
to muffle it! The tube will generate 
creaks, rumbles and weird gong 
effects just like thunder sounds.

Hold the sea drum and swing 
it slightly. The sound of flowing 
wave is right next to you. Hold 
it vertically and use your hand 
to tab it. Do it with rhythm and 
be a percussionist. 

paper tube, spring

Product spec

ø8cm X 22cm

wood, paper, metal beeds

Product spec

ø26cm X 3.8cm

TWY120852 CNY170013

soon
Coming

GLASS GLOBE BAROMETER
This classic weather station 
measures barometric pressure to 
predict the weather.

Product spec

CNY120716 CNY120716

glass globe barometer, syringe

3 food coloring: red/ blue/ yellow

L

S

ø11cm X 16.5cm

ø7.5cm X 12cm

WIRE ILLUSION
It looks like 2 interlocking wire 
spirals. In your hands, the two 
spirals seem to wind together 
or wind apart, completely 
effortless.

aluminum

Product spec

ø1cm X 24.5cm

CNY170008

ROMAN ARCH BRIDGE
Building blocks designed as a Roman arch bridge. 
Downward force from the top of an arch meets an 
equal force pushing up from the ground.

middle 
density fiber

Product spec

33.5cm X 13.1cm X 4cm

TWY110147

T-PUZZLE
The T-PUZZLE is a tiling 
puzzle consisting of four 
polygonal shapes which 
can be put together to 
form a capital.

Wood

Product spec
24 x 5 x 2cm

CNY100018

PERIODIC TABLE 
SHOWER CURTAIN 
Let’s brush up on chemistry with this Periodic Table Shower 
Curtain, made from polyester, and is semi-transparent with 
the pattern printed in large friendly letters and colors.

Polyester

*2017 updated version

Product spec

180cm X 180cm

CNY170009



CURVE STAND 
RADIOMETER
When exposed to sunlight, vanes 
transfer heat to each one but not 
the same degree which causes 
the radiometer vanes to spin.

handcrafted in glass

Product spec
ø6cm X 18.5cm

CNY170007

GIGANTIC RADIOMETER
When exposed to sunlight, vanes 
transfer heat to each one but not 
the same degree which causes 
the radiometer vanes to spin.

Product spec

CNY120697 

ø11cm X 18.5cm

When exposed to sunlight, vanes 
transfer heat to each one but not 
the same degree which causes 
the radiometer vanes to spin.

handcrafted in glass

color : 

Product spec

CNY120694-6

ø7cm X 20cm

RADIOMETER
When exposed to sunlight, vanes transfer heat to 
each one but not the same degree which causes the 
radiometer vanes to spin.

handcrafted in glass

color : 

Product spec

CNY120690-3

ø7cm X 12cm

handcrafted in glass

SAND PENDULUM

A pendulum can be used to draw beautiful patterns in the 
sand, all from the Earth's natural gravitational pull. Gravity 
creates a different sand sketch each time when the pendulum 
is in motion.

Beech,  

stainless steel, 

quartz sand

Product spec

ø46.5cm X 134cm

CNY120716

SAND PENDULUM
A pendulum can be used to draw beautiful 
patterns in the sand, all from the Earth's 
natural gravitational pull. Gravity creates a 
different sand sketch each time when the 
pendulum is in motion.

wood, stainless steel, quartz sand

Product spec
ø24cm X 50cm

CNY120715

SAND PENDULUM
A pendulum can be used to draw beautiful 
patterns in the sand, all from the Earth's 
natural gravitational pull. Gravity creates a 
different sand sketch each time when the 
pendulum is in motion.

plastic, stainless steel, quartz sand

Product spec
17cm X 39cm

CNY120714

RADIOMETER

170cm

(SMALL)KLEIN BOTTLE
Klein Bottles is a splendid gift,
classroom display and a gift 
suitable for mathematician.

handcrafted in glass

Product spec

L ø9cm X 15.5cm

S ø7.5cm X 12cm

CNY120722-3 

RADIOMETER
When exposed to sunlight, vanes transfer heat to each one but not 
the same degree which causes the radiometer vanes to spin.

When exposed to sunlight, vanes 
transfer heat to each one but not 
the same degree which causes 
the radiometer vanes to spin.

CNY170006

handcrafted in glass

Product spec

ø6cm X 20cm

DOUBLE LAYER 
RADIOMETER



EARTH SEAT CUSHION
Earth seat cushion has the 
outlook of earth on one side and 
the sectional view of earth on 
the flip side. It is exceptionally 
soft and will provide you a 
comfortable addition to seating.

polyester, short pile

Product spec
ø7cm X 38cm

CNY160051

N TO SLEEP MAGNETIC 
NECK PILLOW
It is a neck pillow which has soft touch and is 
really magnetic! Put the magnet ring on neck 
and let the both ends stick together. 

nylon, polyurethane fiber, 
anisotropic magnet, 
eps foam particles

Product spec
27 x 32 x 7 cm

CNY160052

HEAT SENSITIVE 
PAINTING
Use your fingers to paint without 
making a mess via an unique 
heat-sensitive film technology.

paper frame, PP sheet

Product spec
42cm X 29cm

TWY110201

SPIRAL THERMOMETER
Modern Spiral Thermometer in 
Centigrade with colored liquid.
The liquid rise in the tube when 
temperature increases.

glass

Product spec
ø6.8cm X 19.5cm

CNY120707-10

color : 

TWY120493

SCIENTIFIC MUG - PERIODIC TABLE
You can enjoy your drinks and 
show your love about science 
in a stylish way at the same 
time. (contact us for more 
mug options.)

ceramic

Product spec
ø8cm X 9.5cm

TWY120555

SCIENTIFIC MUG - PERIODIC TABLE

You can enjoy your drinks and 
show your love about science in 
a stylish way at the same time.

ceramic

Product spec
ø8cm X 9.5cmMUG000001

MUG000118

You can enjoy your drinks and show your love about science 
in a stylish way at the same time. (contact us for more mug 
options.)

ceramic
~

Product spec
ø8cm X 9.5cm

SCIENTIFIC MUG
- TABLE OF CHEMICAL ELEMENTS 
(TOTAL OF 118 TYPES) 

(CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY) 

ASSASINATE POT
A pot which can pour out different 
content up to your choice.
Legendary ancient people used 
this pot to murder an enemy 
secretly.

green glazed porcelian

Product spec

20cm X 9.5cm X 14cm

CNY110219

CHINESE 
RAINBOW BRIDGE
Wooden building blocks designed as a rainbow bridge.

wood

Product spec

56cm X 21.5cm X 12cm

TWY110155

CHINESE PYTHAGOREAN CUP
Using Siphon principle to balance 
the pressure of the liquid and 
avoid the water coming out from 
the porcelain cup.

green glazed porcelain

Product spec
high 10cm

CNY110218

CHINESE SPOUTING BOWL
Use your hands to rub the handles of dragon basin, the vibration 
of water will form pretty sprays and also generate a buzz. It's great 
for studying or observing on wave motion.

bronze

Product spec

ø29cm X 11cm

CNY170004

CHINESE MAGIC MIRROR
The mirror was made out of 
polished bronze. Shine a bright 
light on front mirror, the pattern 
of back side will be projected at 
wall or on any blank screen.

bronze + wood base

Product spec

12cm X 3.5cm X 13cm

CNY170003  

PILLOW DOLL SAM 1949

In 1949, Sam was created by US Air Force to do test with 
ejection seat and seatbelt. Since then, Sam is generally used 
to do crash test for cars. We've created this pillow version to 
let you feel secured and safe by his company.

nylon, polyurethane fiber, eps beads

Product spec

ø60cm X 10cm

CNY160002



We are always on the look-out for like-minded partners to help Mr Sci Science Factory reach out in new 
territories. Working with a rep will provide you with valuable information for making your product choices. 
To know more, please contact our rep at sales2@mr-sci.com or service@mr-sci.com.

Do you have a ground-breaking idea that you want to share with the world?
Join us!! Our in-house design team can transform your ideas into best-selling products. 
We are not afraid of trying something new and taking a risk!



CONTACT US
Science International Co., Ltd.

sales2@mr-sci.com
service@mr-sci.com

www.mr-sci.com

TEL: 886-2-8509-8810  ext. 8012


